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SPUTTER DEPOSITION SYSTEM

DC/RF/bipolar magnetron sputter deposition
system for the preparation of samples
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PREVAC DC/RF/bipolar magnetron sputter deposition system is
equipped with 4 magnetrons to enable co-deposition of four
different components simultaneously. One of the sources operates
in RF mode. The three sources operates in DC mode, with the option
that two of them can be switched to operate in bipolar pulsed
mode.
sputtering sources
3× ION’X 3″ planar
magnetron, DC capability
1× ION’X 3″ planar
magnetron, RF capability
independent shutter
for each source
bipolar pulsed mode of 2 targets
as an option (switchable)
different configuration for
the flange according
to kind and number
of source is possible

deposition chamber
base pressure < 0.5x10-7 mbar
front opening access door
connecting flanges in UHV
standard for e.g. pumping
system, transferring system,
gas dosing system, quartz
balance, additional
measuring instruments etc.
viewports with deposition
shields
water cooling (option)

The base pressure in the deposition chamber is less
than 0.5 x 10-7 mbar. Separate inlets for the sputter
gas (at the target) and the reactive gas (at the
substrate) are available. The measurement of the
deposition rate with movable quartz crystal
monitor. There is a possibility to upgrade the system
with a HIPIMS and a load-lock sample transfer
system.
The sample stage is located at the
bottom of the deposition chamber
(top-down sputtering) and has a heating
system in order to deposit at a substrate
temperature of up to 800 K. RF etching
and biasing of the substrate is possible.
Continuous, primary R2 rotation module
for substrate manipulator is motorised
with rotation speed up to 12 rpm.

1-axis substrate manipulator
motorised, R2 rotation: 360°
heating up to 800 K
sample RF table suitable
for substrate of 10x10 cm2
capable to handle 2000 g
different configuration for
manipulator according
to customer needs is possible

System is equipped with lift option for the
top flange what allows to change the
magnetron targets easily and quickly. Lift
mechanism is motorised and full
protected with sensors.

If you need any further information, please
do not hesitate to contact our sales department
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The bottom flange with substrate
manipulator can be fully accessible or
replaced using the dedicated lifting
trolley.
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